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freedom of a completely wireless design and long-lasting battery power, you can move to the
music at every workout while keeping track of how far you go. Just plug your lightweight Gear
IconX buds into each ear and turn up the tunes. Store up to 1, songs with 4GB of built-in
storage, and then listen to them by using controls on the earbuds. Need to recharge on the go?
Just stick your Gear IconX in the carrying case. With its own integrated battery, the case packs
nearly another full charge. Tap or swipe your earbuds to switch to the next song, answer a call
and turn on ambient sound. Or just speak commands via Bixby or Google Voice. And when you
take out your earbuds, the music automatically stops playing. We recommend trying all sizes to
find the perfect fit for your ear. When the Gear IconX detects activity, walk or run tracking
functions are automatically activated and the device will start tracking and recording. By
enabling this feature, the Gear IconX will make a beeping noise to help you find them. Does the
Gear IconX support wireless file transfers? Yes, the Gear IconX supports Bluetooth wireless file
transfers. However, USB connected transfer is recommended for fast, multiple file transfers.
Music streaming and hands-free controls available to iOS users only via Bluetooth. For best
results, connect with compatible Samsung Galaxy devices. This product contains a chemical
known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm.
For more information go to Skip to main content. FREE delivery: March 2 - 8. Fastest delivery:
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Comparison Chart [PDF ]. Important information Legal Disclaimer This product contains a
chemical known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other
reproductive harm. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated?
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customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States.
There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. I've
had a few earbuds, one other dirt cheap set of bluetooth earbuds mpow , wireless and wired
headphones and I can honestly say these are the best audio devices I have purchased after my
Sonos system. Here's why: 1. In the office, I can enjoy my music without looking like I'm
slacking off with cans on my head. Also nice when you go for a walk at lunch break or
whenever. Couldn't do this with my Marshalls and definitely not with my Beats. Sound quality.
Excellent, as long as you're not delusional. Know what you're buying before you buy it people.
Even when listening to music I have listened to before on better sounding equipment, the sound
is better than acceptable. Not barely passable, but actually enjoyable to listen to. Touch
controls are very responsive. I do not understand the criticism as I do not have particularly
dexterous or small fingers 6' 5" used to lift heavily at the gym , yet even I can work the controls.
When they don't work, I actually know what I did wrong. No false inputs. Watching videos, as
has been mentioned by other reviewers, is a pleasure. No sync issues between buds, as
reported by others. Standard tips and wings that came with the earbuds fit in my ears. This was
a surprise as I'm one of those people for whom ear pods simply fall out. Solid build quality 7.
Very light. They look and feel like they would be heavier but I guess either I was blessed with
powerful ears or these are light. Cons: 1. Sometimes, the earbuds lose sync for about 2
seconds. Frequency would be about once every 10 uses. No big deal but when it happens it's
very startling. The fit can be a bit too snug if you accidentally press the earbuds in as you twist
into place. Do not do this and they do not cause discomfort. I do not believe I can connect to PC
and phone simultaneously. After getting it connected to my laptop, it would not connect to Note
8 until I disconnected from laptop. Yeah, how about an actual numerical value for battery
percentage Samsung? I can't get Bixby or Google Assistant to work reliably yet. I'm not sure if
the earbuds are hearing me or the phone is the one responding. Other than that, this is an
excellent product and I would wholeheartedly recommend for anyone. By Remi on December 1,
Images in this review. These are great, but have some huge caveats that are simply
unacceptable for such an expensive and premium product. The worst part is these are the
second generation and suffer the same issues as the first. Like many others I ran into the issue
of volume decreasing to the point of unusability. This happens because of an annoying design
flaw. If anything gets on the mesh opening of the ear pieces, sound quality and volume suffer
dramatically to the point of unusability as I said earlier. Keeping them spotless is simply
impossible, so it happens constantly especially if you have oily ears. I had to take them out,
remove the rubber ear piece and clean them every hour or so. It's ridiculous. I've never had this
problem with any headphones I've ever had. So why 3 stars rather than fewer? After some
digging I found that removing the mesh and the white filter underneath, which is the main
culprit because it's sticky with adhesive and collects debris causing blockage, makes these
things a dream. It solves this issue completely, though you'll need to be mindful not to let them
get too dirty since there's no longer a filter over the opening. Great sound and clarity, very easy
to use app with equalizer controls and ambient sound volume, not to mention 4 gigs of storage
built in. They're comfortable and small and the charging case is really nice and portable. Overall
they are fantastic and not short on features, but the glaring flaw Samsung failed to address in
the older model is very frustrating. It's enough for me to drop them 2 stars even though I love
them. Shame on Samsung for not fixing this after all the complaints in the last iteration. Do not
buy this product. The line is apparently ridden with defects. In 3 separate pairs of earbuds, the
same issue manifested. One earbud suddenly became much quieter than the other, and the
overall volume decreased below an acceptable level. The only way I could temporarily fix the
issue was to mess with the balance settings in my phones "accessibility" menu. Truly
disappointed. For the first 48 hours or so I really loved them. But like I said, 3 separate pairs
failed within about that span of time. I've had these for about 4 months now. For the first Then

the left earbud volume started to drop. I have reset them multiple times now and updated the
earbud's software and gear manager app and nothing has fixed it. Now, the left earbud is almost
completely quiet. I use these in an office environment, so they do not get sweat upon or have to
operate in extreme temperatures and have had no contact with liquid other than a little rubbing
alcohol that I used to clean them with after I noticed the volume problem. I have registered this
product on my Samsung account and have submitted a request for service, but have not gotten
any response. It's disappointing when you pay nearly dollars for a product and you still get
issues like this. I gambled and lost. Recall worthy. I got to run with these twice and they did
exactly as markered. I thought these were the coolest little things, until I noticed a skip in the
left earbud the occurred occasionally when streaming. No big deal, new tech. Until I hit the
month mark, now the left earbud is constantly faint. I baby these things and have been too busy
at work to use them at the gym beyond the first week I had them. So I requested a replacement.
As soon as I unbox, charge, and pair the new set The problem occurs with these out of the box,
but on the opposite side. I did some additional research online, including the Samsung website,
and discovered this is a fairly common problem and there has been no solution presented by
Samsung to fix it. I do not recommend anyone buy these, in fact Samsung should just recall
them and start over. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. I've been waiting for
years for such earphones! But just for a few things, those are almost perfect, and definitively
worth the money in my opinion. I passed on the previous version of the IconX because of the
lower battery life, but the edition promises up to 5 hours of bluetooth streaming, which made
me go for it. This is not such a big deal since the earphones still connect and can be used just
fine, but still that means there are some features I can't access because of that. Like many
others if you check on the net, one of the buds started being quieter than the other, and in my
case it was due to a clogged filter, which I finally removed after many attemps at cleaning. The
sound was perfect again, but then the other one became quieter, too, so I ended removing its
filter also. Finally, the right bud started losing contact inside the craddle so sometimes it won't
charge if I'm not watchful. For the price, all those defects after just a few months of usage are
unacceptable. Bought the product on 29 March Already stopped working The case is not
charging. On occasion, it has a tendency to drop calls. Right earbud stopped working after 2.
Regret spending all this money on this. After contacting the seller, because my 30 day Amazon
return period expired, I received a polite "brush-off". Rather, they recommended I see someone
that specializes in electronics to get it fixed. I purchased this product on Today it is not working
as call is dropping not connecting when I took it to the nearest Samsung repair centre they told
it is overseas product hence cannot be repaired it India.. Its waste of money if it cannot be
repaired at the Samsung centre. Please do not buy it. I bought these after comparing many
truely wireless head phones and reading many reviews. I bought them because of how
comfortable people said they were, even for small ears. But, I was able to look up a way to
convert the music from my Apple devices to MP3s and take full advantage of them. Just make
sure to put the MP3s on both The only actual thing I wish they had was a longer battery life. So
you can get about a days listening out of them. Report abuse. More to consider from our
brands. MuGo Wireless Earbuds, Bluetooth 5. Donerton Wireless Earbuds, Bluetooth 5. Pages
with related products. See and discover other items: true bluetooth wireless earbuds , mac
camera , Best wireless headphones for samsung , phone call tablet , Best wireless earbuds for
music. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get
free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products.
English Choose a language for shopping. ICONX Samsung U Flex. Samsung U. Level on PRO.
Battery life hours. Black, Pink, Gray. IPX2 Sweat resistant. Gear Manager, PC Application. Zone
3. Digital Village. Mystic Black. Noise Cancellation. Microphone, sports-and-exercise, Carying
case included, Android, wireless, iOS. Carying case included, wireless. Amazon Music Stream
millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive
Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a
Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for
kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East
Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans.
Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new
products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your
question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product.
Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. The
ergonomic around the neck design of Level U PRO provides a comfortable way to keep your
music and calls accessible. Combined with noise-isolating ear gels, listeners experience vivid,
concert hall sound. Some features in this app may not be supported depending on your device.
Developed by Samsung, SoundAlive is a specially tuned up sound equalizer developed to

provide a richer, fuller sound by optimizing settings for a broad range of music genres.
SoundAlive can be set to change automatically with each song or adjusted manually to create a
more unique experience. With 25 different sound effects, including rock, pop and jazz, you can
tailor your music to your various moods and musical tastes. The 13 mm Dynamic and 13 mm
Piezo speaker units deliver high-quality, clear sound. The dual-microphone noise reduction and
echo cancellation reduce outside sound interference and feedback during calls. Combined with
noise-isolating ear gels, experience vivid, concert hall sound. The ergonomic around the neck
design of Level U Pro provides a comfortable way to keep your music and calls accessible.
Ultra-soft, ergonomic ear gels and splash and sweat resistance make it ideal for the active
listener. Once the device is fully charged try and re-connect the unit to see if it works properly.
Skip to main content. See All Buying Options. Visit the Samsung Electronics Store. About this
item Stylish, Lightweight Design. Featured items you may like. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of
1. Previous page. Bluetooth 5. Next page. Customers who bought this item also bought.
Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Register a free business account. Have a
question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later.
From the manufacturer. Two-way Speaker Units The 13 mm Dynamic and 13 mm Piezo speaker
units deliver high-quality, clear sound. Consumer Alert Most users do not need a license to
operate this wireless microphone system. Nevertheless, operating this microphone system
without a license is subject to certain restrictions: the system may not cause harmful
interference; it must operate at a low power level; and it has no protection from interference
received from any other device. Purchasers should also be aware that the FCC is currently
evaluating use of wireless microphone systems, and these rules are subject to change.
Compare with similar items. Product information Product Dimensions 7. Would you like to tell
us about a lower price? Warranty [PDF ]. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How
are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if
the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness.
Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews
from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later.
Verified Purchase. I work maintenance in the evenings by myself so I listen to headphones
about 40 hours a week. Because I listen to headphones so much I am unusually picky about
them. In general there are 4 things I look for from a pair of headphones : 1 how do they wear? If I
plug my phone in to charge can I walk away from it and still get a signal? Does it get loud
enough for me to hear it over the sound of equipment? Can they hear me over back ground
noise? So here's my review broken down by category. The most comfortable headphones I've
owned. I barely noticed it was around my neck and it stayed in place no matter how I moved.
The battery made it through a whole day easily. The Bluetooth range was odd, I could set my
phone down and walk out of the room and get a clear signal even with a wall or two in between.
However if my phone was in my pocket it would occasionally cut out. Volume was great, I could
easily hear it over equipment. Sound quality wasn't bad. However I ran into a problem when
listening to podcasts. At higher volumes the voices would start to distort and I would
sometimes get an odd clicking noise. Call quality was amazing. My wife said she could hear me
better with the headphones than she could when I just used my phone. I could hear her just a
clearly. After using these headphones for a couple days I did decide to return them. The
deal-breaker for me was the distortion during podcasts. I probably listen to podcasts 30 out of
my 40 work hours so it's important to me. However I still gave them 4 stars and would
recommend them to someone who listens primarily to music. They really were a good pair of
headphones. They just weren't for me. I love it and frankly I don't understand why everyone is
having such a hard time hearing with this, I guess either there are a bunch of deaf people or
IPhone users. For anyone that has a newer Samsung phone and having volume problems try
downloading the app, This thing cranks!!!!! Update: so it's months later and still no issues, I
bought the Samsung Galaxy S8 plus about a month ago and the Level U Pro still sounds
amazing, I liked them so much that I just ordered my girlfriend a pair and their great at the gym, I
sweat heavily and they are holding up great. I received this headset a few days ago to replace a
failing LG Tone Pro headset. I had in mind a better sound quality with bluetooth functionality
basically a good way to answer the old set that I've used for a few years. I usually just keep an
earbud in at work or use them to take an emergency call in the car. I was very impressed with
the sound quality and overall comfort of the headset after dialing everything in. I can easily wear
it all day and barely notice. I have noticed however that the sound cuts out something fierce.
Even with my phone in my pocket my music keeps skipping, and it's just unpleasant. I've tried a
handful of solutions such as wiping my cache, disabling UHQA, reconfiguring the Samsung
Level app, restarting both devices, and making sure the headset was fully charged. I'm firm on
the phone being solid because I never had connectivity issues with my LG headset which would

work from around 50 feet away without a hiccup. I'll be returning these with the hope that the
replacement set will be better. If not I guess it's back to LG. I'll update the review if my
replacements show improvement. I only use them two days a week and after two months this
happened. I was actually listening to them when it happened, over a period of about a minute it
lost its volume. I would love to know why this keeps happening. I loved this product for the 1st
month I owned it. Works great for listening to music at my desk. Then it broke. The neck comes
in 3 pieces which are glued together. The glue is apparently quite weak, and the pieces have
separated from each other. This makes the whole unit pretty worthless. I was not rough on it at
all. Just wore it at my office. One day I picked it up and it fell apart. By Amazon Customer on
October 10, Images in this review. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Translate
all reviews to English. The music quality was good but the on call quality was poor. The design
for functionality was good. It was just that the performance did not follow through. I would have
liked to have sent them back but had lost the packaging, plus I just don't like sending things
back. I liked the idea of the noise cancellation especially for call quality, it was just that it didn't
seem to work. Report abuse. Great headset for those looking for something versatile.
Purchased this on the global store from Amazon while I'm surprised it says package is in transit
while it was delivered 4 days ago. The headrest is great for music and calls. Gives you that extra
bass without requiring to do a manual EQ. Highly recommend that you use the Samsung level
app which gives you extra features of its useability. But this again is a personal choice of the
user. It connects and syncs to apple devices simultaneously while being connected to your
phone making you answer calls should you be listening to music from your iPod. The best thing
about this headset is that it vibrates when receiving a call and reads messages which can be
customized from the app. The range is pretty ok I should say. The one down side I've noticed is
that there are disconnection that occur in milliseconds especially when you walk with the phone
is in your pocket. Buyers advice, be on the look out for the price. When I purchased the cost
including shipment was 3. As for voice calls, there is a bit of ANC active noise cancellation that
takes place where background noise gets reduced a bit. This is based on feedback from my
friends and colleagues on whom I've tested. Nice product at a very attractive price and the
service from the seller was very prompt. Sospecho incluso por su precio, que son audifonos
"refurbished" o reconstruidos. Reviewed in Mexico on September 16, Translate review to
English. Se me hace poco para el precio que se paga por el producto. Top rated from our
brands. Donerton Wireless Earbuds, Bluetooth 5. Pages with related products. See and discover
other items: all samsung phone , bluetooth sports headphone ,
53 vortec vacuum diagram
bullet diagrams
dodge ram shock
audio eq , sound eq , stylish headphones , bee products. There's a problem loading this menu
right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top.
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